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ops documents at JANOG

• JANOG comments (works by the community in general)
  – first one published in 2005
  – 6 documents on filtering at edge routers
  – 1 document in English version
    http://www.team-cymru.org/ReadingRoom/Templates/IPv6Routers/xsp-recommendations.html

• Documentation by Working Groups
  – IPv4 over IPv6 stateless tunneling test WG
  – RPKI testing WG
  – NTP attack prevention WG [currently being worked on]
BCOP at JANOG

JANOG33 meeting in Jan 2014
BCOP introduction to the JANOG community
What to document?

• Peering configuration
  – We have interest from the group and have a volunteer

• NTP
  – Working group will document

• We have 10+ volunteers who have material that they can contribute
Challenges

• Language
  – most will be written in Japanese
  – internationalization team?

• Organization and promotion within the community
  – Differences with ‘JANOG comment’

• Ideas:
  – promote together with tutorial material
  – Loosely organized? do everything over mailing list?
  – BoFs, interim meetings?

• Objectives and milestones

• Preparing an introduction page
• about JANOG
  – [english wiki(organized by volunteers)]
    https://www.janog.gr.jp/en
  – Slides
    http://www.apricot.net/apricot2013/assets/janog_1361774095.pdf
• JANOG comment (in Japanese)
  – JC1000-JC1006
• JANOG34 meeting
  – Tutorials and BoFs July 16
  – Plenary July 17-18
  – Takamatsu City (1.5 hour flight from Tokyo)
  – Registration starts May 23